
Jelly Roll Rail Fence Quilt 

 

Finished quilt measures 52” by 69” 

Jelly Rolls are packs of fabric strips 2½” wide cut across the width of the fabric (42”) and there are usually 40 strips in 

a pack. These can be used to make a quick and easy single bed sized quilt with very little cutting needed. You could 

easily make a smaller version with 20 strips which would finish at 36” by 52”. 

Fabric Requirements 

All fabrics should be 100% cotton patchwork fabric 115cm wide 

1 Jelly Roll of 40 strips 

1m for border and binding 

3m for backing or 2m of 150cm wide fabric 

Wadding – good quality cotton or cotton/poly at least 60” by 75” 

Fine cotton thread for piecing and machine quilting thread 

 

Instructions 

 

Sort your jelly roll into 4 colour groups: hint choose a strong bright colour or very light colour for the first strip in 

each group to get a zig zag design in the final layout. 

Sew one strip from each of the 4 colour group together  

 

 

 

 

Press the seams  

Cut the strip into five 8½” squares 

 

 

 

 

Repeat with all the strips to make 50 squares 

Arrange the squares to create the desired quilt layout – see illustration of finished quilt 

Sew the squares together 

 



Border 

From the border fabric cut 6 strips 2½” wide. 

 Join 2 strips end to end and trim to the length of the quilt 

Repeat with another 2 strips 

Sew border strips to the sides of the quilt 

Join remaining strips to strips trimmed from the side borders to make borders the correct size for the width of the 

quilt 

Join borders to the top and bottom of the quilt 

 

Quilting 

Quilt in the ditch along the seams joining the blocks in a grid pattern.  

Quilt the blocks diagonally. 

 

Binding 

From binding fabric cut 6 strips 2¼” wide and join with a diagonal seam 

Press in half along the length of the binding 

Stitch the binding to the front of the quilt, folding at the corners to create mitred corners 

Turn the binding to the back of the quilt and slip stitch in place 


